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Lectures:

1. Ultra-cold Atoms: Condensed Matter Emulators

2. Many-body Theory of the Quantum Fluids

3. Dipolar Quantum Fluids



1. Ultra-cold Atoms: Condensed 
Matter Emulators

MIT (after few months )

Phys.Rev.Lett, 75, 3969 (1995)

velocity distribution after Time-Of-Flight

M.Reza Bakhtiari (Helsinki U of Tech.) An overview on Quantum Gases (I) July 2008, IPM, Tehran. 20 / 40



• Physics at low temperatures

• Trapping atoms

• Cooling atoms down to zero!

• Optical lattices:  virtual crystals

• Controllable Interactions

• Synthetic gauge fields

• Dipolar interactions: long-range & anisotropic

Outline
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 Liquid Helium-4 @ 4.2 K (1908)
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How to achieve?

so, the idea is clear: take a Bose gas, cool it enough and observe BEC!
sounds simple but it came to reality just in 1995..why so long?

M.Reza Bakhtiari (Helsinki U of Tech.) An overview on Quantum Gases (I) July 2008, IPM, Tehran. 12 / 40
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Trapping atoms! 

Magneto-optical trap

A New Quantum Era for Ultracold Atoms

Density instabilities in 2D dipolar Fermi gases

!   1995 (Bosons) -- 1999 (Fermions):

      degenerate quantum gases

[Typical cold atom trap] 

!   “Only” of technical importance?

[1997 Physics Nobel Prize] 
[2001 Physics Nobel Prize] 

!   Today: a new quantum era 

�  control over interactions

�  Fermi pairing & superfluidity

�  superfluid to Mott-insulator transition

�  ...

�  realise and explore novel correlated phases of matter

�  control (often more than solid-state systems)

�  quantum simulators

!   Frontier of modern quantum physics 

�   few quanta of excitations

[2012 Physics Nobel Prize] 

trapping ~ 103 - 106 
atoms 
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Doppler cooling

Evaporative cooling

Cooling down to almost zero!

BEC @ μK - nK Cryogenic cooling



Tunable interactions: Feshbach Resonance!



ing referred to as the entrance channel. The other po-
tential Vc!R", representing the closed channel, is impor-
tant as it can support bound molecular states near the
threshold of the open channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when the bound mo-
lecular state in the closed channel energetically ap-
proaches the scattering state in the open channel. Then
even weak coupling can lead to strong mixing between
the two channels. The energy difference can be con-
trolled via a magnetic field when the corresponding
magnetic moments are different. This leads to a mag-
netically tuned Feshbach resonance. The magnetic tun-
ing method is the common way to achieve resonant cou-
pling and it has found numerous applications, as
discussed in this review. Alternatively, resonant coupling
can be achieved by optical methods, leading to optical
Feshbach resonances with many conceptual similarities
to the magnetically tuned case !see Sec. VI.A". Such
resonances are promising for cases where magnetically
tunable resonances are absent.

A magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance can be de-
scribed by a simple expression,2 introduced by Moerdijk
et al. !1995", for the s-wave scattering length a as a func-
tion of the magnetic field B,

a!B" = abg#1 !
!

B ! B0
$ . !1"

Figure 2!a" shows this resonance expression. The back-
ground scattering length abg, which is the scattering
length associated with Vbg!R", represents the off-
resonant value. It is directly related to the energy of the
last-bound vibrational level of Vbg!R". The parameter B0
denotes the resonance position, where the scattering

length diverges !a! ±"", and the parameter ! is the
resonance width. Note that both abg and ! can be posi-
tive or negative. An important point is the zero crossing
of the scattering length associated with a Feshbach reso-
nance; it occurs at a magnetic field B=B0+!. Note also
that we use G as the magnetic field unit in this paper
because of its near-universal usage among groups work-
ing in this field, 1 G=10!4 T.

The energy of the weakly bound molecular state near
the resonance position B0 is shown in Fig. 2!b" relative
to the threshold of two free atoms with zero kinetic en-
ergy. The energy approaches threshold at E=0 on the
side of the resonance where a is large and positive.
Away from resonance, the energy varies linearly with B
with a slope given by #$, the difference in magnetic mo-
ments of the open and closed channels. Near resonance
the coupling between the two channels mixes in
entrance-channel contributions and strongly bends the
molecular state.

In the vicinity of the resonance position at B0, where
the two channels are strongly coupled, the scattering
length is very large. For large positive values of a, a
“dressed” molecular state exists with a binding energy
given by

Eb = %2/2$a2, !2"

where $ is the reduced mass of the atom pair. In this
limit Eb depends quadratically on the magnetic detuning
B!B0 and results in the bend shown in the inset of Fig.
2. This region is of particular interest because of its uni-
versal properties; here the state can be described in
terms of a single effective molecular potential having
scattering length a. In this case, the wave function for
the relative atomic motion is a quantum halo state which
extends to a large size on the order of a; the molecule is
then called a halo dimer !see Sec. V.B.2".

2This simple expression applies to resonances without inelas-
tic two-body channels. Some Feshbach resonances, especially
the optical ones, feature two-body decay. For a more general
discussion including inelastic decay see Sec. II.A.3.
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Basic two-channel model for a Fesh-
bach resonance. The phenomenon occurs when two atoms col-
liding at energy E in the entrance channel resonantly couple to
a molecular bound state with energy Ec supported by the
closed channel potential. In the ultracold domain, collisions
take place near zero energy, E!0. Resonant coupling is then
conveniently realized by magnetically tuning Ec near 0 if the
magnetic moments of the closed and open channels differ.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Feshbach resonance properties. !a"
Scattering length a and !b" molecular state energy E near a
magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance. The binding energy is
defined to be positive, Eb=!E. The inset shows the universal
regime near the point of resonance where a is very large and
positive.

1227Chin et al.: Feshbach resonances in ultracold gases
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ing referred to as the entrance channel. The other po-
tential Vc!R", representing the closed channel, is impor-
tant as it can support bound molecular states near the
threshold of the open channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when the bound mo-
lecular state in the closed channel energetically ap-
proaches the scattering state in the open channel. Then
even weak coupling can lead to strong mixing between
the two channels. The energy difference can be con-
trolled via a magnetic field when the corresponding
magnetic moments are different. This leads to a mag-
netically tuned Feshbach resonance. The magnetic tun-
ing method is the common way to achieve resonant cou-
pling and it has found numerous applications, as
discussed in this review. Alternatively, resonant coupling
can be achieved by optical methods, leading to optical
Feshbach resonances with many conceptual similarities
to the magnetically tuned case !see Sec. VI.A". Such
resonances are promising for cases where magnetically
tunable resonances are absent.

A magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance can be de-
scribed by a simple expression,2 introduced by Moerdijk
et al. !1995", for the s-wave scattering length a as a func-
tion of the magnetic field B,

a!B" = abg#1 !
!

B ! B0
$ . !1"

Figure 2!a" shows this resonance expression. The back-
ground scattering length abg, which is the scattering
length associated with Vbg!R", represents the off-
resonant value. It is directly related to the energy of the
last-bound vibrational level of Vbg!R". The parameter B0
denotes the resonance position, where the scattering

length diverges !a! ±"", and the parameter ! is the
resonance width. Note that both abg and ! can be posi-
tive or negative. An important point is the zero crossing
of the scattering length associated with a Feshbach reso-
nance; it occurs at a magnetic field B=B0+!. Note also
that we use G as the magnetic field unit in this paper
because of its near-universal usage among groups work-
ing in this field, 1 G=10!4 T.

The energy of the weakly bound molecular state near
the resonance position B0 is shown in Fig. 2!b" relative
to the threshold of two free atoms with zero kinetic en-
ergy. The energy approaches threshold at E=0 on the
side of the resonance where a is large and positive.
Away from resonance, the energy varies linearly with B
with a slope given by #$, the difference in magnetic mo-
ments of the open and closed channels. Near resonance
the coupling between the two channels mixes in
entrance-channel contributions and strongly bends the
molecular state.

In the vicinity of the resonance position at B0, where
the two channels are strongly coupled, the scattering
length is very large. For large positive values of a, a
“dressed” molecular state exists with a binding energy
given by

Eb = %2/2$a2, !2"

where $ is the reduced mass of the atom pair. In this
limit Eb depends quadratically on the magnetic detuning
B!B0 and results in the bend shown in the inset of Fig.
2. This region is of particular interest because of its uni-
versal properties; here the state can be described in
terms of a single effective molecular potential having
scattering length a. In this case, the wave function for
the relative atomic motion is a quantum halo state which
extends to a large size on the order of a; the molecule is
then called a halo dimer !see Sec. V.B.2".

2This simple expression applies to resonances without inelas-
tic two-body channels. Some Feshbach resonances, especially
the optical ones, feature two-body decay. For a more general
discussion including inelastic decay see Sec. II.A.3.
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B �Bres
)

Chin et al., Reviews of Modern Physics (2010)

ing referred to as the entrance channel. The other po-
tential Vc!R", representing the closed channel, is impor-
tant as it can support bound molecular states near the
threshold of the open channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when the bound mo-
lecular state in the closed channel energetically ap-
proaches the scattering state in the open channel. Then
even weak coupling can lead to strong mixing between
the two channels. The energy difference can be con-
trolled via a magnetic field when the corresponding
magnetic moments are different. This leads to a mag-
netically tuned Feshbach resonance. The magnetic tun-
ing method is the common way to achieve resonant cou-
pling and it has found numerous applications, as
discussed in this review. Alternatively, resonant coupling
can be achieved by optical methods, leading to optical
Feshbach resonances with many conceptual similarities
to the magnetically tuned case !see Sec. VI.A". Such
resonances are promising for cases where magnetically
tunable resonances are absent.

A magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance can be de-
scribed by a simple expression,2 introduced by Moerdijk
et al. !1995", for the s-wave scattering length a as a func-
tion of the magnetic field B,

a!B" = abg#1 !
!

B ! B0
$ . !1"

Figure 2!a" shows this resonance expression. The back-
ground scattering length abg, which is the scattering
length associated with Vbg!R", represents the off-
resonant value. It is directly related to the energy of the
last-bound vibrational level of Vbg!R". The parameter B0
denotes the resonance position, where the scattering

length diverges !a! ±"", and the parameter ! is the
resonance width. Note that both abg and ! can be posi-
tive or negative. An important point is the zero crossing
of the scattering length associated with a Feshbach reso-
nance; it occurs at a magnetic field B=B0+!. Note also
that we use G as the magnetic field unit in this paper
because of its near-universal usage among groups work-
ing in this field, 1 G=10!4 T.

The energy of the weakly bound molecular state near
the resonance position B0 is shown in Fig. 2!b" relative
to the threshold of two free atoms with zero kinetic en-
ergy. The energy approaches threshold at E=0 on the
side of the resonance where a is large and positive.
Away from resonance, the energy varies linearly with B
with a slope given by #$, the difference in magnetic mo-
ments of the open and closed channels. Near resonance
the coupling between the two channels mixes in
entrance-channel contributions and strongly bends the
molecular state.

In the vicinity of the resonance position at B0, where
the two channels are strongly coupled, the scattering
length is very large. For large positive values of a, a
“dressed” molecular state exists with a binding energy
given by

Eb = %2/2$a2, !2"

where $ is the reduced mass of the atom pair. In this
limit Eb depends quadratically on the magnetic detuning
B!B0 and results in the bend shown in the inset of Fig.
2. This region is of particular interest because of its uni-
versal properties; here the state can be described in
terms of a single effective molecular potential having
scattering length a. In this case, the wave function for
the relative atomic motion is a quantum halo state which
extends to a large size on the order of a; the molecule is
then called a halo dimer !see Sec. V.B.2".

2This simple expression applies to resonances without inelas-
tic two-body channels. Some Feshbach resonances, especially
the optical ones, feature two-body decay. For a more general
discussion including inelastic decay see Sec. II.A.3.
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ing referred to as the entrance channel. The other po-
tential Vc!R", representing the closed channel, is impor-
tant as it can support bound molecular states near the
threshold of the open channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when the bound mo-
lecular state in the closed channel energetically ap-
proaches the scattering state in the open channel. Then
even weak coupling can lead to strong mixing between
the two channels. The energy difference can be con-
trolled via a magnetic field when the corresponding
magnetic moments are different. This leads to a mag-
netically tuned Feshbach resonance. The magnetic tun-
ing method is the common way to achieve resonant cou-
pling and it has found numerous applications, as
discussed in this review. Alternatively, resonant coupling
can be achieved by optical methods, leading to optical
Feshbach resonances with many conceptual similarities
to the magnetically tuned case !see Sec. VI.A". Such
resonances are promising for cases where magnetically
tunable resonances are absent.

A magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance can be de-
scribed by a simple expression,2 introduced by Moerdijk
et al. !1995", for the s-wave scattering length a as a func-
tion of the magnetic field B,

a!B" = abg#1 !
!

B ! B0
$ . !1"

Figure 2!a" shows this resonance expression. The back-
ground scattering length abg, which is the scattering
length associated with Vbg!R", represents the off-
resonant value. It is directly related to the energy of the
last-bound vibrational level of Vbg!R". The parameter B0
denotes the resonance position, where the scattering

length diverges !a! ±"", and the parameter ! is the
resonance width. Note that both abg and ! can be posi-
tive or negative. An important point is the zero crossing
of the scattering length associated with a Feshbach reso-
nance; it occurs at a magnetic field B=B0+!. Note also
that we use G as the magnetic field unit in this paper
because of its near-universal usage among groups work-
ing in this field, 1 G=10!4 T.

The energy of the weakly bound molecular state near
the resonance position B0 is shown in Fig. 2!b" relative
to the threshold of two free atoms with zero kinetic en-
ergy. The energy approaches threshold at E=0 on the
side of the resonance where a is large and positive.
Away from resonance, the energy varies linearly with B
with a slope given by #$, the difference in magnetic mo-
ments of the open and closed channels. Near resonance
the coupling between the two channels mixes in
entrance-channel contributions and strongly bends the
molecular state.

In the vicinity of the resonance position at B0, where
the two channels are strongly coupled, the scattering
length is very large. For large positive values of a, a
“dressed” molecular state exists with a binding energy
given by

Eb = %2/2$a2, !2"

where $ is the reduced mass of the atom pair. In this
limit Eb depends quadratically on the magnetic detuning
B!B0 and results in the bend shown in the inset of Fig.
2. This region is of particular interest because of its uni-
versal properties; here the state can be described in
terms of a single effective molecular potential having
scattering length a. In this case, the wave function for
the relative atomic motion is a quantum halo state which
extends to a large size on the order of a; the molecule is
then called a halo dimer !see Sec. V.B.2".

2This simple expression applies to resonances without inelas-
tic two-body channels. Some Feshbach resonances, especially
the optical ones, feature two-body decay. For a more general
discussion including inelastic decay see Sec. II.A.3.
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�B

B �Bres
)

Chin et al., Reviews of Modern Physics (2010)

ing referred to as the entrance channel. The other po-
tential Vc!R", representing the closed channel, is impor-
tant as it can support bound molecular states near the
threshold of the open channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when the bound mo-
lecular state in the closed channel energetically ap-
proaches the scattering state in the open channel. Then
even weak coupling can lead to strong mixing between
the two channels. The energy difference can be con-
trolled via a magnetic field when the corresponding
magnetic moments are different. This leads to a mag-
netically tuned Feshbach resonance. The magnetic tun-
ing method is the common way to achieve resonant cou-
pling and it has found numerous applications, as
discussed in this review. Alternatively, resonant coupling
can be achieved by optical methods, leading to optical
Feshbach resonances with many conceptual similarities
to the magnetically tuned case !see Sec. VI.A". Such
resonances are promising for cases where magnetically
tunable resonances are absent.

A magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance can be de-
scribed by a simple expression,2 introduced by Moerdijk
et al. !1995", for the s-wave scattering length a as a func-
tion of the magnetic field B,

a!B" = abg#1 !
!

B ! B0
$ . !1"

Figure 2!a" shows this resonance expression. The back-
ground scattering length abg, which is the scattering
length associated with Vbg!R", represents the off-
resonant value. It is directly related to the energy of the
last-bound vibrational level of Vbg!R". The parameter B0
denotes the resonance position, where the scattering

length diverges !a! ±"", and the parameter ! is the
resonance width. Note that both abg and ! can be posi-
tive or negative. An important point is the zero crossing
of the scattering length associated with a Feshbach reso-
nance; it occurs at a magnetic field B=B0+!. Note also
that we use G as the magnetic field unit in this paper
because of its near-universal usage among groups work-
ing in this field, 1 G=10!4 T.

The energy of the weakly bound molecular state near
the resonance position B0 is shown in Fig. 2!b" relative
to the threshold of two free atoms with zero kinetic en-
ergy. The energy approaches threshold at E=0 on the
side of the resonance where a is large and positive.
Away from resonance, the energy varies linearly with B
with a slope given by #$, the difference in magnetic mo-
ments of the open and closed channels. Near resonance
the coupling between the two channels mixes in
entrance-channel contributions and strongly bends the
molecular state.

In the vicinity of the resonance position at B0, where
the two channels are strongly coupled, the scattering
length is very large. For large positive values of a, a
“dressed” molecular state exists with a binding energy
given by

Eb = %2/2$a2, !2"

where $ is the reduced mass of the atom pair. In this
limit Eb depends quadratically on the magnetic detuning
B!B0 and results in the bend shown in the inset of Fig.
2. This region is of particular interest because of its uni-
versal properties; here the state can be described in
terms of a single effective molecular potential having
scattering length a. In this case, the wave function for
the relative atomic motion is a quantum halo state which
extends to a large size on the order of a; the molecule is
then called a halo dimer !see Sec. V.B.2".

2This simple expression applies to resonances without inelas-
tic two-body channels. Some Feshbach resonances, especially
the optical ones, feature two-body decay. For a more general
discussion including inelastic decay see Sec. II.A.3.
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• Strongly correlated phases
• BEC-BCS crossover
• Quantum Magnetism
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lattice constant: ~μm
T ~ nK
Mass ~ 104 × me

Short range interactions
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Emulating condensed matter systems 
with ultra-cold atoms!
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Bose-Hubbard Model in optical lattice
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Optical lattice + short-range interaction ⇒ Hubbard model

Ĥ =
X

i

"in̂i � J
X

hi,ji

â†i âj +
U

2

X

i

n̂i(n̂i � 1)

U: tunable via Feshbach resonance
 J: tunable via lattice depth 

Bose-Hubbard Model in optical lattice
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Spin-imbalance in a one-dimensional Fermi gas
Yean-an Liao1*, Ann Sophie C. Rittner1*, Tobias Paprotta1, Wenhui Li1,3, Guthrie B. Partridge1{, Randall G. Hulet1, Stefan K. Baur2

& Erich J. Mueller2

Superconductivity and magnetism generally do not coexist. Changing
the relative number of up and down spin electrons disrupts the basic
mechanismofsuperconductivity,whereatomsofoppositemomentum
and spin form Cooper pairs. Nearly forty years ago Fulde and Ferrell1

and Larkin and Ovchinnikov2 (FFLO) proposed an exotic pairing
mechanism in which magnetism is accommodated by the formation
of pairs with finite momentum. Despite intense theoretical and experi-
mental efforts, however, polarized superconductivity remains largely
elusive3. Unlike the three-dimensional (3D) case, theories predict that
in one dimension (1D) a state with FFLO correlations occupies a major
part of the phase diagram4–12. Here we report experimental measure-
ments of density profiles of a two-spin mixture of ultracold 6Li atoms
trapped in an array of 1D tubes (a system analogous to electrons in 1D
wires). At finite spin imbalance, the system phase separates with an
inverted phase profile, as compared to the 3D case. In 1D, we find a
partially polarized core surrounded by wings which, depending on the
degree of polarization, are composed of either a completely paired or a
fully polarized Fermi gas. Our work paves the way to direct observation
and characterization of FFLO pairing.

The FFLO states are perhaps the most interesting of a number of
exotic polarized superconducting phases proposed in the past 40 years.
In the original concept of Fulde and Ferrell, Cooper pairs form with
finite centre-of-mass momentum1. Larkin and Ovchinnikov proposed
a related model in which the superconducting order parameter oscil-
lates in space2. These two ideas are closely related, because the oscil-
lating order parameter may be interpreted as an interference pattern
between condensates with opposite centre-of-mass momenta. The
spin density oscillates in the Larkin and Ovchinnikov model, leading
to a build-up of polarization in the nodes of the superconducting order
parameter. Thus, the Larkin and Ovchinnikov state can be considered
a form of microscale phase separation with alternating superfluid and
polarized normal regions. By including more and more momenta,
subsequent theorists were able to evaluate the stability of ever more
complicated spatial structures3.

Previous studies of superfluidity in fermionic atoms show that ultra-
cold atoms form a powerful tool with which to investigate the emer-
gent properties of interacting systems of many particles. Although they
are largely analogous to an electronic superconductor, the atomic
systems feature tunable interactions. This extra degree of control has
led to a number of unique experiments and conceptual advances.
Furthermore, the absence of spin relaxation enables us to spin-polarize
the atoms to explore the interplay between magnetism and superfluidity,
with the potential to observe the FFLO phase. Recent calculations indi-
cate that if a FFLO phase exists in 3D trapped gases, it will occupy a very
small volume in parameter space13,14. Experiments in 3D and in the
strongly interacting limit show that the gas phase separates with an
unpolarized superfluid core surrounded by a polarized shell15–19, with
no evidence for the FFLO phase. Here, we study a polarized Fermi gas in
1D, for which theory predicts that a large fraction of the phase diagram is
occupied by an FFLO-like phase (see Fig. 1a)4–12. In this 1D setting, the
physics should be closest to that described by Larkin and Ovchinnikov,

where an oscillating superfluid order parameter coexists with a spin-
density wave. Owing to fluctuations, the order will be algebraic rather
than long-range. The increased stability of FFLO-like phases in 1D can
be understood as a ‘nesting’ effect, in which a single wavevector connects
all points on the Fermi surface, allowing all atoms on the Fermi surface
to participate in finite momentum pairing, whereas in 3D, only a small
fraction of these atoms are able to do so. Similar enhancements are
predicted for systems of lattice fermions and quasi-1D geometries10,20.

Our work complements studies of astrophysical objects3 and solid-
state systems. Like our current experiment, the solid-state experiments
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Figure 1 | Theoretical T 5 0 phase diagram (adapted from ref. 6).

a, Schematic with m~
1
2

(m1zm2) versus h~
1
2

(m1{m2) , showing three phases:

fully paired (green), fully polarized (blue), and partially polarized (yellow),
which is predicted to be FFLO. In a trap, m decreases from the centre to the edge,
while h is constant throughout the tube. The vertical arrows show two possible
paths from the trap centre to edge: The partially polarized centre is surrounded
either by a fully paired superfluid phase at low h or by a fully polarized phase at
high h. At a critical value of h, corresponding to a polarization Pc, the whole
cloud is partially polarized. b, Phase diagram of the 1D trapped gas with
infinitely strong point interactions. The scaled axial radius is defined in the Fig.
3 caption. The red line corresponds to the scaled radius of the density
difference, and the blue line is the scaled radius of state | 2æ.
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Superconductivity and magnetism generally do not coexist. Changing
the relative number of up and down spin electrons disrupts the basic
mechanismofsuperconductivity,whereatomsofoppositemomentum
and spin form Cooper pairs. Nearly forty years ago Fulde and Ferrell1

and Larkin and Ovchinnikov2 (FFLO) proposed an exotic pairing
mechanism in which magnetism is accommodated by the formation
of pairs with finite momentum. Despite intense theoretical and experi-
mental efforts, however, polarized superconductivity remains largely
elusive3. Unlike the three-dimensional (3D) case, theories predict that
in one dimension (1D) a state with FFLO correlations occupies a major
part of the phase diagram4–12. Here we report experimental measure-
ments of density profiles of a two-spin mixture of ultracold 6Li atoms
trapped in an array of 1D tubes (a system analogous to electrons in 1D
wires). At finite spin imbalance, the system phase separates with an
inverted phase profile, as compared to the 3D case. In 1D, we find a
partially polarized core surrounded by wings which, depending on the
degree of polarization, are composed of either a completely paired or a
fully polarized Fermi gas. Our work paves the way to direct observation
and characterization of FFLO pairing.

The FFLO states are perhaps the most interesting of a number of
exotic polarized superconducting phases proposed in the past 40 years.
In the original concept of Fulde and Ferrell, Cooper pairs form with
finite centre-of-mass momentum1. Larkin and Ovchinnikov proposed
a related model in which the superconducting order parameter oscil-
lates in space2. These two ideas are closely related, because the oscil-
lating order parameter may be interpreted as an interference pattern
between condensates with opposite centre-of-mass momenta. The
spin density oscillates in the Larkin and Ovchinnikov model, leading
to a build-up of polarization in the nodes of the superconducting order
parameter. Thus, the Larkin and Ovchinnikov state can be considered
a form of microscale phase separation with alternating superfluid and
polarized normal regions. By including more and more momenta,
subsequent theorists were able to evaluate the stability of ever more
complicated spatial structures3.

Previous studies of superfluidity in fermionic atoms show that ultra-
cold atoms form a powerful tool with which to investigate the emer-
gent properties of interacting systems of many particles. Although they
are largely analogous to an electronic superconductor, the atomic
systems feature tunable interactions. This extra degree of control has
led to a number of unique experiments and conceptual advances.
Furthermore, the absence of spin relaxation enables us to spin-polarize
the atoms to explore the interplay between magnetism and superfluidity,
with the potential to observe the FFLO phase. Recent calculations indi-
cate that if a FFLO phase exists in 3D trapped gases, it will occupy a very
small volume in parameter space13,14. Experiments in 3D and in the
strongly interacting limit show that the gas phase separates with an
unpolarized superfluid core surrounded by a polarized shell15–19, with
no evidence for the FFLO phase. Here, we study a polarized Fermi gas in
1D, for which theory predicts that a large fraction of the phase diagram is
occupied by an FFLO-like phase (see Fig. 1a)4–12. In this 1D setting, the
physics should be closest to that described by Larkin and Ovchinnikov,

where an oscillating superfluid order parameter coexists with a spin-
density wave. Owing to fluctuations, the order will be algebraic rather
than long-range. The increased stability of FFLO-like phases in 1D can
be understood as a ‘nesting’ effect, in which a single wavevector connects
all points on the Fermi surface, allowing all atoms on the Fermi surface
to participate in finite momentum pairing, whereas in 3D, only a small
fraction of these atoms are able to do so. Similar enhancements are
predicted for systems of lattice fermions and quasi-1D geometries10,20.

Our work complements studies of astrophysical objects3 and solid-
state systems. Like our current experiment, the solid-state experiments
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Figure 1 | Theoretical T 5 0 phase diagram (adapted from ref. 6).

a, Schematic with m~
1
2

(m1zm2) versus h~
1
2

(m1{m2) , showing three phases:

fully paired (green), fully polarized (blue), and partially polarized (yellow),
which is predicted to be FFLO. In a trap, m decreases from the centre to the edge,
while h is constant throughout the tube. The vertical arrows show two possible
paths from the trap centre to edge: The partially polarized centre is surrounded
either by a fully paired superfluid phase at low h or by a fully polarized phase at
high h. At a critical value of h, corresponding to a polarization Pc, the whole
cloud is partially polarized. b, Phase diagram of the 1D trapped gas with
infinitely strong point interactions. The scaled axial radius is defined in the Fig.
3 caption. The red line corresponds to the scaled radius of the density
difference, and the blue line is the scaled radius of state | 2æ.
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Superconductivity and magnetism generally do not coexist. Changing
the relative number of up and down spin electrons disrupts the basic
mechanismofsuperconductivity,whereatomsofoppositemomentum
and spin form Cooper pairs. Nearly forty years ago Fulde and Ferrell1

and Larkin and Ovchinnikov2 (FFLO) proposed an exotic pairing
mechanism in which magnetism is accommodated by the formation
of pairs with finite momentum. Despite intense theoretical and experi-
mental efforts, however, polarized superconductivity remains largely
elusive3. Unlike the three-dimensional (3D) case, theories predict that
in one dimension (1D) a state with FFLO correlations occupies a major
part of the phase diagram4–12. Here we report experimental measure-
ments of density profiles of a two-spin mixture of ultracold 6Li atoms
trapped in an array of 1D tubes (a system analogous to electrons in 1D
wires). At finite spin imbalance, the system phase separates with an
inverted phase profile, as compared to the 3D case. In 1D, we find a
partially polarized core surrounded by wings which, depending on the
degree of polarization, are composed of either a completely paired or a
fully polarized Fermi gas. Our work paves the way to direct observation
and characterization of FFLO pairing.

The FFLO states are perhaps the most interesting of a number of
exotic polarized superconducting phases proposed in the past 40 years.
In the original concept of Fulde and Ferrell, Cooper pairs form with
finite centre-of-mass momentum1. Larkin and Ovchinnikov proposed
a related model in which the superconducting order parameter oscil-
lates in space2. These two ideas are closely related, because the oscil-
lating order parameter may be interpreted as an interference pattern
between condensates with opposite centre-of-mass momenta. The
spin density oscillates in the Larkin and Ovchinnikov model, leading
to a build-up of polarization in the nodes of the superconducting order
parameter. Thus, the Larkin and Ovchinnikov state can be considered
a form of microscale phase separation with alternating superfluid and
polarized normal regions. By including more and more momenta,
subsequent theorists were able to evaluate the stability of ever more
complicated spatial structures3.

Previous studies of superfluidity in fermionic atoms show that ultra-
cold atoms form a powerful tool with which to investigate the emer-
gent properties of interacting systems of many particles. Although they
are largely analogous to an electronic superconductor, the atomic
systems feature tunable interactions. This extra degree of control has
led to a number of unique experiments and conceptual advances.
Furthermore, the absence of spin relaxation enables us to spin-polarize
the atoms to explore the interplay between magnetism and superfluidity,
with the potential to observe the FFLO phase. Recent calculations indi-
cate that if a FFLO phase exists in 3D trapped gases, it will occupy a very
small volume in parameter space13,14. Experiments in 3D and in the
strongly interacting limit show that the gas phase separates with an
unpolarized superfluid core surrounded by a polarized shell15–19, with
no evidence for the FFLO phase. Here, we study a polarized Fermi gas in
1D, for which theory predicts that a large fraction of the phase diagram is
occupied by an FFLO-like phase (see Fig. 1a)4–12. In this 1D setting, the
physics should be closest to that described by Larkin and Ovchinnikov,

where an oscillating superfluid order parameter coexists with a spin-
density wave. Owing to fluctuations, the order will be algebraic rather
than long-range. The increased stability of FFLO-like phases in 1D can
be understood as a ‘nesting’ effect, in which a single wavevector connects
all points on the Fermi surface, allowing all atoms on the Fermi surface
to participate in finite momentum pairing, whereas in 3D, only a small
fraction of these atoms are able to do so. Similar enhancements are
predicted for systems of lattice fermions and quasi-1D geometries10,20.

Our work complements studies of astrophysical objects3 and solid-
state systems. Like our current experiment, the solid-state experiments
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Figure 1 | Theoretical T 5 0 phase diagram (adapted from ref. 6).

a, Schematic with m~
1
2

(m1zm2) versus h~
1
2

(m1{m2) , showing three phases:

fully paired (green), fully polarized (blue), and partially polarized (yellow),
which is predicted to be FFLO. In a trap, m decreases from the centre to the edge,
while h is constant throughout the tube. The vertical arrows show two possible
paths from the trap centre to edge: The partially polarized centre is surrounded
either by a fully paired superfluid phase at low h or by a fully polarized phase at
high h. At a critical value of h, corresponding to a polarization Pc, the whole
cloud is partially polarized. b, Phase diagram of the 1D trapped gas with
infinitely strong point interactions. The scaled axial radius is defined in the Fig.
3 caption. The red line corresponds to the scaled radius of the density
difference, and the blue line is the scaled radius of state | 2æ.
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Quantum dynamics of a mobile spin impurity
Takeshi Fukuhara1*, Adrian Kantian2, Manuel Endres1, Marc Cheneau1, Peter Schauß1,
Sebastian Hild1, David Bellem1, Ulrich Schollwöck3, Thierry Giamarchi2, Christian Gross1,
Immanuel Bloch1,3 and Stefan Kuhr1,4

One of the elementary processes in quantum magnetism is the propagation of spin excitations. Here we study the quantum
dynamics of a deterministically created spin-impurity atom, as it propagates in a one-dimensional lattice system. We probe
the spatial probability distribution of the impurity at different times using single-site-resolved imaging of bosonic atoms in an
optical lattice. In the Mott-insulating regime, the quantum-coherent propagation of a magnetic excitation in the Heisenberg
model can be observed using a post-selection technique. Extending the study to the superfluid regime of the bath, we
quantitatively determine how the bath affects the motion of the impurity, showing evidence of polaronic behaviour. The
experimental data agree with theoretical predictions, allowing us to determine the effect of temperature on the impurity
motion. Our results provide a new approach to studying quantummagnetism,mobile impurities in quantumfluids and polarons
in lattice systems.

Deepening our knowledge of quantum magnetism1 is one
of the main goals in quantum simulation. In particular,
one highly desired aim is a better understanding of

high-Tc cuprate superconductors, which are believed to be
described by Heisenberg-type effective spin models in the limit
of low doping2. More generally, the physics characterized by
the Heisenberg model governs the properties of many strongly
correlated materials3, and allows the realization of various types
of spin order ranging from spin solids to spin liquids1,4. In
low-dimensional quantum magnets, rich physics emerges owing
to the dynamics of spin excitations5. A basic mechanism of
quantum magnetism in strongly correlated electronic systems
is superexchange, in which, for example, opposite spins on
adjacent lattice sites coherently exchange their positions. Ultracold
atoms in optical lattices offer an ideal testbed to explore these
phenomena in a controlled experimental environment6,7, as shown
by the observation of superexchange in double-well systems8
or plaquettes9. Furthermore, the recently demonstrated single-
atom-resolved detection10,11 opens entirely new prospects for
the quantum simulation of strongly correlated spin systems.
For example, this technique has enabled the simulation of
one-dimensional anti-ferromagnetic Ising spin chains through
mapping of the site occupation onto a pseudo-spin12. In ultracold-
atom experiments, however, observation of superexchange-based
quantum magnetism in many-body systems has so far been
hindered by the fact that typical temperatures are much larger than
the superexchange coupling energy.

In this work, we report on space- and time-resolved observation
of a coherently propagating spin wave, by tracking the motion of a
deterministically created single-spin impurity in a one-dimensional
(1D) spin chain (Fig. 1). Specifically, we studied the quantum
dynamics of a mobile boson of type # on a 1D lattice, surrounded
by a bath of bosons of type ". Such a system can be described within
a two-species single-band Bose–Hubbard model, parametrized by
the spin-independent single-particle tunnelling rate J and on-site
interaction energy U (Supplementary Information). Deep in the

1Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, 85748 Garching, Germany, 2DPMC-MaNEP, University of Geneva, 24 Quai Ernest-Ansermet, 1211 Geneva,
Switzerland, 3Fakultät für Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, 80799 München, Germany, 4University of Strathclyde, Department of
Physics, SUPA, Glasgow G4 0NG, UK. *e-mail: takeshi.fukuhara@mpq.mpg.de.

Mott-insulator regime (U � J ) with unity filling, this model can be
mapped to the isotropic Heisenbergmodel13–16:

Ĥ = �Jex
X

hj,ki
Ŝj ·Ŝk (1a)

= � Jex
2

X

hj,ki
(Ŝ+

j Ŝ
�
k + Ŝ�

j Ŝ
+
k )� Jex
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Ŝzj Ŝ

z
k (1b)

in which the effective superexchange coupling Jex = 4J 2/U arises
from a second-order tunnelling process. The bosons " and # are
identified with spin states |"i and |#i and the corresponding
operators of the effective spin system are Ŝj = (Ŝxj ,Ŝ

y
j ,Ŝzj ), Ŝ

+
j = Ŝxj +

iŜyj =|"ijh#|j , Ŝ�
j = Ŝxj � iŜyj =|#ijh"|j and Ŝzj = (n̂",j � n̂#,j)/2, with

the number operators n̂� ,j for bosons of type � = ",# on lattice
site j. In the case of a single flipped spin in a ferromagnetic domain,
the second term of equation (1b), which describes the longitudinal
spin coupling, gives rise only to an energy offset and can therefore be
neglected. The remaining first term of equation (1b) is structurally
equivalent to the single-species single-particle tunnelling Hamil-
tonian within the tight-binding model of a 1D lattice system1,5,17,
with the tunnelling rate J being replaced by Jex/2, and the atomic
creation and annihilation operators being replaced by the spin-flip
operators Ŝ+

j and Ŝ�
j .

For larger J/U , the mapping to the Heisenberg model breaks
down owing to the fluctuations of the site occupancies and owing to
higher-order processes, and no analytic solution describing the time
evolution of the impurity exists. In this regime, the motion of the
impurity is modified compared with both a free particle and an iso-
latedmagnetic excitation. This effect can be interpreted as a result of
interactions between the impurity and low-lying density excitations,
which resemble phonons, leading to polaron-like effects.

Experimental procedure
To create 1D spin chains in the optical lattice, we followed
the experimental procedure of our previous work18. We started
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Figure 1 | Coherent propagation of a single spin excitation in the Heisenberg model. a, A single spin is flipped at the centre site of a 1D spin chain. Each
spin is coherently coupled to its neighbours through the superexchange coupling Jex. b,c, Coherent evolution showing the polar angles of the spins after
times 2¯h/Jex and 4¯h/Jex. In our measurement, the spin-flipped atom is observed on site j with the probability [1�cos(✓

j

)]/2, where ✓
j

is the polar angle of
the spin on the site j. Circles visualize the quantum uncertainty of the transverse spin component.

by preparing a 2D degenerate gas of about 170 87Rb atoms
in a single antinode of a vertical optical lattice (lattice spacing
alat = 532 nm) along the z direction. We then switched on two
horizontal optical lattice beamswithin 120mswith potential depths
Vx = 10.0(3) Er and Vy = 30(2) Er (the number in parentheses
marks the uncertainty of the last digit), where Er = h2/(8ma2lat)
denotes the recoil energy and m is the atomic mass of 87Rb. This
creates an array of parallel 1DMott insulators along the x direction,
each containing 8 to 16 atoms. The atoms were initially prepared
in the hyperfine state |F = 1,mF = �1i (⌘"). We introduced the
spin impurity by changing the hyperfine state of an atom at the
centre of the chain to state |F = 2,mF = �2i (⌘#) using single-
site addressing19. In this scheme, a ��-polarized, off-resonant
laser beam at 787.65 nm wavelength focused onto the selected
lattice site results in a negative energy shift (attractive potential)
only for the state # while leaving the initial spin state " almost
unaffected. A microwave pulse, resonant with the shifted atomic
transition, then produced the spin-flip from " to #. In contrast
to our previous work19, a spatial light modulator generated an
addressing beam profile in the form of a line instead of a radially
symmetric Gaussian beam, to create the impurity in all 1D chains
simultaneously (Methods). This multiple-site addressing technique
offers the advantage to prepare an arbitrary spin pattern in the
lattice more rapidly, which minimizes heating effects during the
preparation. In addition, the line-shaped beam allowed us to hold
the impurities in all 1D systems, and to release them simultaneously
by switching off the beam within 1ms. We then allowed the
impurity in each chain to propagate during a variable hold time, and
finally froze the dynamics by rapidly increasing the lattice depth of
all axes to >80 Er within 300 µs.

The resulting spin distribution was detected by single-site-
resolved fluorescence imaging using a high-resolution microscope
objective11. We used two alternative detection methods to de-
termine the position of the impurity: the direct imaging of the
impurity spin component # after removing all atoms in state
" with a resonant laser pulse (positive image) and detecting it
as an empty site in the bath of " atoms after removing the
spin impurity (negative image). The latter has the advantage
to provide information about the thermal excitations (holons
and doublons) of the system as well, which are also detected
as empty sites. Although we cannot distinguish between spin
impurity and thermal excitations, post-selecting samples with
only one empty site in the chain enables us to filter out a
lower-temperature subset of the data. If the only empty site

arises from a spin-flipped atom, the position of the impurity
can be determined exactly and the selected samples contain
no other excitations.

Evolution of the impurity in theMott-insulator regime
We first studied the time evolution of a spin impurity deep in
the Mott-insulator regime using negative images. The probability
distribution of its position was obtained by averaging data from
different chains, post-selected to contain only one empty site
within the central 10–14 sites. The distributions (see Fig. 2 for
J/U = 0.053(7)) show clear maxima and minima, resulting from
the quantum interference due to the coherent evolution of the
spin impurity. Owing to the weaker superexchange coupling,
the observed dynamics occurs on timescales much longer than
the tunnelling time (h̄/J = 4ms) that would characterize the
motion of non-interacting atoms. We compared our data with
the time evolution of the spin impurity in the exactly solvable
homogeneous Heisenberg model at zero temperature. In this
model, the probability of finding the impurity at time t on site j after
starting its evolution at t =0 from the centre of the chain (j=0) is

Pj (t ) =


J j

✓
Jext
h̄

◆�2

(2)

where Jj is the Bessel function of the first kind20. A single fit to
all distributions observed at different hold times (red curves in
Fig. 2) with the superexchange coupling as a free parameter yields
good agreement with the data for Jex/h̄= 65(1)Hz, which is close
to Jex/h̄ = 51(+11

�8 ) Hz obtained from an ab initio band-structure
calculation using the independently measured lattice depths (see
also Fig. 4). Owing to the finite addressing fidelity it is possible that
no spin impurity was created in a single run of the experiment,
but a single thermal excitation is wrongly identified as a spin
impurity. This results in small differences between the experimental
data and the model (see Supplementary Information for more
details). We note that the effect of the external potential on the
spin dynamics can be neglected in the Mott-insulator limit, as
long as the impurity has not yet reached the edge of the system
(Supplementary Information).

Temperature effects
To examine the effects of temperature, we measured the same
distribution using positive imaging (Fig. 3a), in which we directly
observed the impurity position in the finite-temperature bath.
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One of the elementary processes in quantum magnetism is the propagation of spin excitations. Here we study the quantum
dynamics of a deterministically created spin-impurity atom, as it propagates in a one-dimensional lattice system. We probe
the spatial probability distribution of the impurity at different times using single-site-resolved imaging of bosonic atoms in an
optical lattice. In the Mott-insulating regime, the quantum-coherent propagation of a magnetic excitation in the Heisenberg
model can be observed using a post-selection technique. Extending the study to the superfluid regime of the bath, we
quantitatively determine how the bath affects the motion of the impurity, showing evidence of polaronic behaviour. The
experimental data agree with theoretical predictions, allowing us to determine the effect of temperature on the impurity
motion. Our results provide a new approach to studying quantummagnetism,mobile impurities in quantumfluids and polarons
in lattice systems.

Deepening our knowledge of quantum magnetism1 is one
of the main goals in quantum simulation. In particular,
one highly desired aim is a better understanding of

high-Tc cuprate superconductors, which are believed to be
described by Heisenberg-type effective spin models in the limit
of low doping2. More generally, the physics characterized by
the Heisenberg model governs the properties of many strongly
correlated materials3, and allows the realization of various types
of spin order ranging from spin solids to spin liquids1,4. In
low-dimensional quantum magnets, rich physics emerges owing
to the dynamics of spin excitations5. A basic mechanism of
quantum magnetism in strongly correlated electronic systems
is superexchange, in which, for example, opposite spins on
adjacent lattice sites coherently exchange their positions. Ultracold
atoms in optical lattices offer an ideal testbed to explore these
phenomena in a controlled experimental environment6,7, as shown
by the observation of superexchange in double-well systems8
or plaquettes9. Furthermore, the recently demonstrated single-
atom-resolved detection10,11 opens entirely new prospects for
the quantum simulation of strongly correlated spin systems.
For example, this technique has enabled the simulation of
one-dimensional anti-ferromagnetic Ising spin chains through
mapping of the site occupation onto a pseudo-spin12. In ultracold-
atom experiments, however, observation of superexchange-based
quantum magnetism in many-body systems has so far been
hindered by the fact that typical temperatures are much larger than
the superexchange coupling energy.

In this work, we report on space- and time-resolved observation
of a coherently propagating spin wave, by tracking the motion of a
deterministically created single-spin impurity in a one-dimensional
(1D) spin chain (Fig. 1). Specifically, we studied the quantum
dynamics of a mobile boson of type # on a 1D lattice, surrounded
by a bath of bosons of type ". Such a system can be described within
a two-species single-band Bose–Hubbard model, parametrized by
the spin-independent single-particle tunnelling rate J and on-site
interaction energy U (Supplementary Information). Deep in the
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Mott-insulator regime (U � J ) with unity filling, this model can be
mapped to the isotropic Heisenbergmodel13–16:
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in which the effective superexchange coupling Jex = 4J 2/U arises
from a second-order tunnelling process. The bosons " and # are
identified with spin states |"i and |#i and the corresponding
operators of the effective spin system are Ŝj = (Ŝxj ,Ŝ

y
j ,Ŝzj ), Ŝ

+
j = Ŝxj +

iŜyj =|"ijh#|j , Ŝ�
j = Ŝxj � iŜyj =|#ijh"|j and Ŝzj = (n̂",j � n̂#,j)/2, with

the number operators n̂� ,j for bosons of type � = ",# on lattice
site j. In the case of a single flipped spin in a ferromagnetic domain,
the second term of equation (1b), which describes the longitudinal
spin coupling, gives rise only to an energy offset and can therefore be
neglected. The remaining first term of equation (1b) is structurally
equivalent to the single-species single-particle tunnelling Hamil-
tonian within the tight-binding model of a 1D lattice system1,5,17,
with the tunnelling rate J being replaced by Jex/2, and the atomic
creation and annihilation operators being replaced by the spin-flip
operators Ŝ+

j and Ŝ�
j .

For larger J/U , the mapping to the Heisenberg model breaks
down owing to the fluctuations of the site occupancies and owing to
higher-order processes, and no analytic solution describing the time
evolution of the impurity exists. In this regime, the motion of the
impurity is modified compared with both a free particle and an iso-
latedmagnetic excitation. This effect can be interpreted as a result of
interactions between the impurity and low-lying density excitations,
which resemble phonons, leading to polaron-like effects.

Experimental procedure
To create 1D spin chains in the optical lattice, we followed
the experimental procedure of our previous work18. We started
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Figure 1 | Coherent propagation of a single spin excitation in the Heisenberg model. a, A single spin is flipped at the centre site of a 1D spin chain. Each
spin is coherently coupled to its neighbours through the superexchange coupling Jex. b,c, Coherent evolution showing the polar angles of the spins after
times 2¯h/Jex and 4¯h/Jex. In our measurement, the spin-flipped atom is observed on site j with the probability [1�cos(✓

j

)]/2, where ✓
j

is the polar angle of
the spin on the site j. Circles visualize the quantum uncertainty of the transverse spin component.

by preparing a 2D degenerate gas of about 170 87Rb atoms
in a single antinode of a vertical optical lattice (lattice spacing
alat = 532 nm) along the z direction. We then switched on two
horizontal optical lattice beamswithin 120mswith potential depths
Vx = 10.0(3) Er and Vy = 30(2) Er (the number in parentheses
marks the uncertainty of the last digit), where Er = h2/(8ma2lat)
denotes the recoil energy and m is the atomic mass of 87Rb. This
creates an array of parallel 1DMott insulators along the x direction,
each containing 8 to 16 atoms. The atoms were initially prepared
in the hyperfine state |F = 1,mF = �1i (⌘"). We introduced the
spin impurity by changing the hyperfine state of an atom at the
centre of the chain to state |F = 2,mF = �2i (⌘#) using single-
site addressing19. In this scheme, a ��-polarized, off-resonant
laser beam at 787.65 nm wavelength focused onto the selected
lattice site results in a negative energy shift (attractive potential)
only for the state # while leaving the initial spin state " almost
unaffected. A microwave pulse, resonant with the shifted atomic
transition, then produced the spin-flip from " to #. In contrast
to our previous work19, a spatial light modulator generated an
addressing beam profile in the form of a line instead of a radially
symmetric Gaussian beam, to create the impurity in all 1D chains
simultaneously (Methods). This multiple-site addressing technique
offers the advantage to prepare an arbitrary spin pattern in the
lattice more rapidly, which minimizes heating effects during the
preparation. In addition, the line-shaped beam allowed us to hold
the impurities in all 1D systems, and to release them simultaneously
by switching off the beam within 1ms. We then allowed the
impurity in each chain to propagate during a variable hold time, and
finally froze the dynamics by rapidly increasing the lattice depth of
all axes to >80 Er within 300 µs.

The resulting spin distribution was detected by single-site-
resolved fluorescence imaging using a high-resolution microscope
objective11. We used two alternative detection methods to de-
termine the position of the impurity: the direct imaging of the
impurity spin component # after removing all atoms in state
" with a resonant laser pulse (positive image) and detecting it
as an empty site in the bath of " atoms after removing the
spin impurity (negative image). The latter has the advantage
to provide information about the thermal excitations (holons
and doublons) of the system as well, which are also detected
as empty sites. Although we cannot distinguish between spin
impurity and thermal excitations, post-selecting samples with
only one empty site in the chain enables us to filter out a
lower-temperature subset of the data. If the only empty site

arises from a spin-flipped atom, the position of the impurity
can be determined exactly and the selected samples contain
no other excitations.

Evolution of the impurity in theMott-insulator regime
We first studied the time evolution of a spin impurity deep in
the Mott-insulator regime using negative images. The probability
distribution of its position was obtained by averaging data from
different chains, post-selected to contain only one empty site
within the central 10–14 sites. The distributions (see Fig. 2 for
J/U = 0.053(7)) show clear maxima and minima, resulting from
the quantum interference due to the coherent evolution of the
spin impurity. Owing to the weaker superexchange coupling,
the observed dynamics occurs on timescales much longer than
the tunnelling time (h̄/J = 4ms) that would characterize the
motion of non-interacting atoms. We compared our data with
the time evolution of the spin impurity in the exactly solvable
homogeneous Heisenberg model at zero temperature. In this
model, the probability of finding the impurity at time t on site j after
starting its evolution at t =0 from the centre of the chain (j=0) is

Pj (t ) =


J j

✓
Jext
h̄

◆�2

(2)

where Jj is the Bessel function of the first kind20. A single fit to
all distributions observed at different hold times (red curves in
Fig. 2) with the superexchange coupling as a free parameter yields
good agreement with the data for Jex/h̄= 65(1)Hz, which is close
to Jex/h̄ = 51(+11

�8 ) Hz obtained from an ab initio band-structure
calculation using the independently measured lattice depths (see
also Fig. 4). Owing to the finite addressing fidelity it is possible that
no spin impurity was created in a single run of the experiment,
but a single thermal excitation is wrongly identified as a spin
impurity. This results in small differences between the experimental
data and the model (see Supplementary Information for more
details). We note that the effect of the external potential on the
spin dynamics can be neglected in the Mott-insulator limit, as
long as the impurity has not yet reached the edge of the system
(Supplementary Information).

Temperature effects
To examine the effects of temperature, we measured the same
distribution using positive imaging (Fig. 3a), in which we directly
observed the impurity position in the finite-temperature bath.
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Figure 4 | Spin dynamics across the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition. a–c, Spin impurity dynamics in the superfluid regime (J/U = 0.32) close to
the critical point [(J/U)

c

⇡ 0.3] for different hold times. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the impurity spins after removing the other spin
component (positive image). The 1D chains containing more than one atom were excluded from the data analysis. The white vertical stripe highlights the
initial position of the flipped spin. The lower panels show the position distribution averaged over about 300 chains (blue bars) together with a t-DMRG
simulation at T = 0.11 U/kB (red line). The error bars denote the 1 � statistical uncertainty. d, Measured velocities of the spin impurity for different values of
J/U extracted from negative (green circles) and positive images (blue circles); horizontal and vertical error bars indicate the 1� uncertainties of the lattice
depth and the combination of fit error and uncertainties of J, respectively. The dark grey line shows scaling with 4J

2/U, whereas the brown line indicates
the propagation velocity of a single free particle (J/U = 1). The grey shaded region shows results from a t-DMRG simulation at T = 0 taking into account
varying initial atom numbers. The area denotes the 1� fit error to the simulated distributions.

of 0.5ms (Fig. 5b). The difference in the bath distributions with
and without the impurity is still visible. It matches the probability
distribution of the impurity after the same evolution time (Fig. 5c),
which shows that the impurity leaves an imprint in the bath density,
thus supporting the picture of polaronic dynamics. Moreover, both
impurity and bath distributions agree with our DMRG simulations
(Fig. 5a–c). Measurements for different evolution times yielded
similar results (see Supplementary Information).

To illustrate how correlations between the impurity and
bath atoms develop around the impurity as it starts to prop-
agate, we calculated the time evolution of the correlator
C#"(j)=

P
k N#"(k,k+ j) from the simulations (Fig. 5d). Here

N#"(j,k)= hn̂#,j n̂",ki�hn̂#,jihn̂",ki is the density–density correlator
between the impurity and the bath, and j,k denote the lattice sites.
As the impurity and the bath deformation propagate together,
we expect an anti-correlation of " and # atoms (N#"(j,k) < 0
around the impurity position). Before releasing the impurity, no

correlation exists (t = �1ms in Fig. 5d), because the impurity is
pinned at the centre site and its distribution is independent of the
bath distribution. As the impurity starts moving, it continues to
displace bath atoms owing to the repulsive interaction, resulting
in the build-up of an anti-correlation around the impurity
position. An experimental observation of such correlations requires
simultaneous imaging of both impurity and bath atoms with
single-site resolution, which is a major challenge for future work.
However, our observed opposite imprint of the average impurity
density on the average bath density strongly supports the picture of
a single moving polaron. Further discussion on the time evolution
of the correlator N#"(j,k) and the correlation hole24 can be found
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusion
We have observed the dynamics of a deterministically cre-
ated spin impurity in a 1D lattice across the superfluid–Mott-
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One of the elementary processes in quantum magnetism is the propagation of spin excitations. Here we study the quantum
dynamics of a deterministically created spin-impurity atom, as it propagates in a one-dimensional lattice system. We probe
the spatial probability distribution of the impurity at different times using single-site-resolved imaging of bosonic atoms in an
optical lattice. In the Mott-insulating regime, the quantum-coherent propagation of a magnetic excitation in the Heisenberg
model can be observed using a post-selection technique. Extending the study to the superfluid regime of the bath, we
quantitatively determine how the bath affects the motion of the impurity, showing evidence of polaronic behaviour. The
experimental data agree with theoretical predictions, allowing us to determine the effect of temperature on the impurity
motion. Our results provide a new approach to studying quantummagnetism,mobile impurities in quantumfluids and polarons
in lattice systems.

Deepening our knowledge of quantum magnetism1 is one
of the main goals in quantum simulation. In particular,
one highly desired aim is a better understanding of

high-Tc cuprate superconductors, which are believed to be
described by Heisenberg-type effective spin models in the limit
of low doping2. More generally, the physics characterized by
the Heisenberg model governs the properties of many strongly
correlated materials3, and allows the realization of various types
of spin order ranging from spin solids to spin liquids1,4. In
low-dimensional quantum magnets, rich physics emerges owing
to the dynamics of spin excitations5. A basic mechanism of
quantum magnetism in strongly correlated electronic systems
is superexchange, in which, for example, opposite spins on
adjacent lattice sites coherently exchange their positions. Ultracold
atoms in optical lattices offer an ideal testbed to explore these
phenomena in a controlled experimental environment6,7, as shown
by the observation of superexchange in double-well systems8
or plaquettes9. Furthermore, the recently demonstrated single-
atom-resolved detection10,11 opens entirely new prospects for
the quantum simulation of strongly correlated spin systems.
For example, this technique has enabled the simulation of
one-dimensional anti-ferromagnetic Ising spin chains through
mapping of the site occupation onto a pseudo-spin12. In ultracold-
atom experiments, however, observation of superexchange-based
quantum magnetism in many-body systems has so far been
hindered by the fact that typical temperatures are much larger than
the superexchange coupling energy.

In this work, we report on space- and time-resolved observation
of a coherently propagating spin wave, by tracking the motion of a
deterministically created single-spin impurity in a one-dimensional
(1D) spin chain (Fig. 1). Specifically, we studied the quantum
dynamics of a mobile boson of type # on a 1D lattice, surrounded
by a bath of bosons of type ". Such a system can be described within
a two-species single-band Bose–Hubbard model, parametrized by
the spin-independent single-particle tunnelling rate J and on-site
interaction energy U (Supplementary Information). Deep in the
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Mott-insulator regime (U � J ) with unity filling, this model can be
mapped to the isotropic Heisenbergmodel13–16:
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in which the effective superexchange coupling Jex = 4J 2/U arises
from a second-order tunnelling process. The bosons " and # are
identified with spin states |"i and |#i and the corresponding
operators of the effective spin system are Ŝj = (Ŝxj ,Ŝ

y
j ,Ŝzj ), Ŝ

+
j = Ŝxj +

iŜyj =|"ijh#|j , Ŝ�
j = Ŝxj � iŜyj =|#ijh"|j and Ŝzj = (n̂",j � n̂#,j)/2, with

the number operators n̂� ,j for bosons of type � = ",# on lattice
site j. In the case of a single flipped spin in a ferromagnetic domain,
the second term of equation (1b), which describes the longitudinal
spin coupling, gives rise only to an energy offset and can therefore be
neglected. The remaining first term of equation (1b) is structurally
equivalent to the single-species single-particle tunnelling Hamil-
tonian within the tight-binding model of a 1D lattice system1,5,17,
with the tunnelling rate J being replaced by Jex/2, and the atomic
creation and annihilation operators being replaced by the spin-flip
operators Ŝ+

j and Ŝ�
j .

For larger J/U , the mapping to the Heisenberg model breaks
down owing to the fluctuations of the site occupancies and owing to
higher-order processes, and no analytic solution describing the time
evolution of the impurity exists. In this regime, the motion of the
impurity is modified compared with both a free particle and an iso-
latedmagnetic excitation. This effect can be interpreted as a result of
interactions between the impurity and low-lying density excitations,
which resemble phonons, leading to polaron-like effects.

Experimental procedure
To create 1D spin chains in the optical lattice, we followed
the experimental procedure of our previous work18. We started
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Box 3 | Implementing an artificial gauge field on a square optical lattice.

How can we realize a non-zero flux through the cells of a
two-dimensional square optical lattice117,145? We consider, for
simplicity, ‘two-level atoms’ with ground and excited states g and
e, and we assume that both states are infinitely long-lived, that is,
we neglect spontaneous emission processes. This approximation
is an excellent one when dealing with alkaline-earth species or
ytterbium atoms, which indeed possess in their spectrum excited
states whose radiative lifetime exceeds the typical duration of
a cold-gas experiment (⇠1 s). For the alkali-metal species that
are more commonly used in experiments, the scheme can be
transposed to two sublevels of the electronic ground-state, using
optical Raman transitions117.

The starting point of the implementation of the gauge field is
the design of a state-dependent lattice potential (Fig. B3). Using
laser standing waves with well-chosen frequencies, one can design
the optical dipole potential such that the atom is trapped around
the points r(g )2n,m = nd

x

e
x

+md

y

e
y

if it is in the internal state g , and
r(e)2n+1,m = (n+1/2)d

x

e
x

+md

y

e
y

if it is in state e. This is achieved by
tuning the laser creating the standing waves along the y and x axes
to the so-called magic and anti-magic wavelengths, respectively.
The magic wavelength (760 nm for Yb) is such that the optical
dipole potential is the same for an atom in both states g and e,
whereas these potentials are opposite for a laser tuned to the anti-
magic wavelength (1,120 nm for Yb). The laser intensities are cho-
sen such that the lattice operates in the tight-binding regime.More
precisely, we suppose that the lattice periods d

x

and d
y

, which can
be varied by changing the angles of the laser beams with respect to
the z axis, are such that: the atommoves on the lattice along the y
direction [r

n,m ! r
n,m±1 ] by standard tunnelling between adjacent

sites; and themotion along x is frozen because of the large distance
d

x

between wells corresponding to the same internal state.
Suppose now that an additional laser beam, resonant with the

g–e transition, propagates along the y axis. It is assumed to be a
plane running wave ei� with phase � = ky . The atom initially in
state g at position r(g )2n,m can jump to state e at position r(e)2n±1,m by
absorbing a photon from this ‘coupling laser’ beam. On doing so,
the phase of the laser at this location, � = kmd

y

, is added to the
phase of the atomic wavefunction (or subtracted in the reverse
process where the atom jumps from e to g by stimulated emission
of a photon). Consider, for example, the loop around the unit cell
represented in Fig. B3:

g ,r(g )2n,m
e

ikmd

y

�! e,r(e)2n+1,m
1�! e,r(e)2n+1,m�1

e

�ik(m�1)d
y

�! g ,r(g )2n,m�1
1�! g ,r(g )2n,m

where we indicate above each arrow the phase gained by the atom.
After travelling clockwise around this closed loop, we end up with
a global phase change �cell = kd

y

. The situation is then similar to
that of an electron moving on a square lattice, with a transverse
magnetic field such that B= ¯h�cell/edxdy . In the present case the
wavenumber of the coupling laser k is of the order of 2⇡/d

y

and
it can be fine-tuned by varying the angle of the coupling beam
with respect to the z axis. The phase through the unit cell can
therefore be adjusted to any value between 0 and 2⇡ , allowing
one to simulate arbitrarily large magnetic fields. Indeed, in this

tight-binding model, two phases differing by an integer multiple
of 2⇡ lead to the same physical properties.

There is still one step left towards the simulation of orbital
magnetism of electrons on a square lattice. The scheme which
we outlined above actually leads to a staggered flux, with a phase
alternating between+kd

y

and�kd

y

from one column to the next.
Indeed, if we consider the cell next to that of Fig. B3 and also travel
clockwise around this cell, we find:

g ,r(g )2n,m
1�! g ,r(g )2n,m�1

e

ik(m�1)d
y

�! e,r(e)2n�1,m�1
1�! e,r(e)2n�1,m

e

�ikmd

y

�! g ,r(g )2n,m

corresponding to the global phase change �kd

y

. The staggered
geometry is, of course, interesting in its own right146,147 and
corresponds to the implementation reported in ref. 124. However,
the simulation of a uniform magnetic field with the same flux
on each cell requires rectifying this effective field. The procedure
for this is quite challenging in its practical implementation, but
relatively simple in its principle117,145. One needs to send at least
two coupling laser beams propagating in opposite directions along
the y axis, with phases � =±ky . Using for instance the additional
potential created by a superlattice of period 2 d

x

, one lifts the
degeneracy between the two transitions g ,r(g )2n,m ! e,r(e)2n±1,m. One
of these transitions is resonant with the laser beam with � = ky ,
and the other with the beam with � = �ky . In this way, the flux
is the same on each cell (�cell = kd
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), corresponding exactly to the
model introduced in the seminal work of Hofstadter122.
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Figure B3 | Simulation of orbital magnetism with neutral atoms on a
square optical lattice. The atoms are treated as two-level systems, with
two internal states g and e. The lattice potential is state-dependent, with
minima on the grey (or black) spots for an atom in state g (or e). Standard
tunnelling allows the atom to move along the y axis. Motion along the x

axis is possible by means of laser-assisted jumps, where the atom
absorbs or emits a photon of a coupling laser propagating along y. In an
absorption (or stimulated emission) process, the phase of the coupling
laser is added to (or subtracted from) the phase of the atomic wave
function. This leads to a non-zero phase �cell when the atom travels over
the closed loop around the elementary cell of the lattice.

its ground state during the evolution; for example, deforming the
trapping potential from a Mexican-hat shape into harmonic may
provide a robust way to reach some emblematic states of fractional
quantumHall physics, such as the Laughlinwavefunction104.

Atom–light interaction provides alternative routes to rotations
for the simulation of orbital magnetism. One of them is directly
inspired by the geometric Berry’s phase105, which appears when a

quantum particle with several internal states evolves slowly enough
to follow adiabatically one of these states106–109. Consider, for
example, a two-level atom with ground (g ) and excited (e) states
that are coupled by a laser beam. If the phase and the intensity
of the laser beam are spatially varying quantities, the eigenstates
of the atom–light interaction (the so-called dressed states) are
linear combinations of g and e that also vary in space. One can
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Box 3 | Implementing an artificial gauge field on a square optical lattice.

How can we realize a non-zero flux through the cells of a
two-dimensional square optical lattice117,145? We consider, for
simplicity, ‘two-level atoms’ with ground and excited states g and
e, and we assume that both states are infinitely long-lived, that is,
we neglect spontaneous emission processes. This approximation
is an excellent one when dealing with alkaline-earth species or
ytterbium atoms, which indeed possess in their spectrum excited
states whose radiative lifetime exceeds the typical duration of
a cold-gas experiment (⇠1 s). For the alkali-metal species that
are more commonly used in experiments, the scheme can be
transposed to two sublevels of the electronic ground-state, using
optical Raman transitions117.

The starting point of the implementation of the gauge field is
the design of a state-dependent lattice potential (Fig. B3). Using
laser standing waves with well-chosen frequencies, one can design
the optical dipole potential such that the atom is trapped around
the points r(g )2n,m = nd
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+md
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if it is in the internal state g , and
r(e)2n+1,m = (n+1/2)d
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if it is in state e. This is achieved by
tuning the laser creating the standing waves along the y and x axes
to the so-called magic and anti-magic wavelengths, respectively.
The magic wavelength (760 nm for Yb) is such that the optical
dipole potential is the same for an atom in both states g and e,
whereas these potentials are opposite for a laser tuned to the anti-
magic wavelength (1,120 nm for Yb). The laser intensities are cho-
sen such that the lattice operates in the tight-binding regime.More
precisely, we suppose that the lattice periods d

x

and d
y

, which can
be varied by changing the angles of the laser beams with respect to
the z axis, are such that: the atommoves on the lattice along the y
direction [r

n,m ! r
n,m±1 ] by standard tunnelling between adjacent

sites; and themotion along x is frozen because of the large distance
d

x

between wells corresponding to the same internal state.
Suppose now that an additional laser beam, resonant with the

g–e transition, propagates along the y axis. It is assumed to be a
plane running wave ei� with phase � = ky . The atom initially in
state g at position r(g )2n,m can jump to state e at position r(e)2n±1,m by
absorbing a photon from this ‘coupling laser’ beam. On doing so,
the phase of the laser at this location, � = kmd

y

, is added to the
phase of the atomic wavefunction (or subtracted in the reverse
process where the atom jumps from e to g by stimulated emission
of a photon). Consider, for example, the loop around the unit cell
represented in Fig. B3:
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a global phase change �cell = kd

y

. The situation is then similar to
that of an electron moving on a square lattice, with a transverse
magnetic field such that B= ¯h�cell/edxdy . In the present case the
wavenumber of the coupling laser k is of the order of 2⇡/d

y

and
it can be fine-tuned by varying the angle of the coupling beam
with respect to the z axis. The phase through the unit cell can
therefore be adjusted to any value between 0 and 2⇡ , allowing
one to simulate arbitrarily large magnetic fields. Indeed, in this

tight-binding model, two phases differing by an integer multiple
of 2⇡ lead to the same physical properties.

There is still one step left towards the simulation of orbital
magnetism of electrons on a square lattice. The scheme which
we outlined above actually leads to a staggered flux, with a phase
alternating between+kd

y

and�kd

y

from one column to the next.
Indeed, if we consider the cell next to that of Fig. B3 and also travel
clockwise around this cell, we find:
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. The staggered
geometry is, of course, interesting in its own right146,147 and
corresponds to the implementation reported in ref. 124. However,
the simulation of a uniform magnetic field with the same flux
on each cell requires rectifying this effective field. The procedure
for this is quite challenging in its practical implementation, but
relatively simple in its principle117,145. One needs to send at least
two coupling laser beams propagating in opposite directions along
the y axis, with phases � =±ky . Using for instance the additional
potential created by a superlattice of period 2 d

x

, one lifts the
degeneracy between the two transitions g ,r(g )2n,m ! e,r(e)2n±1,m. One
of these transitions is resonant with the laser beam with � = ky ,
and the other with the beam with � = �ky . In this way, the flux
is the same on each cell (�cell = kd
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), corresponding exactly to the
model introduced in the seminal work of Hofstadter122.
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Figure B3 | Simulation of orbital magnetism with neutral atoms on a
square optical lattice. The atoms are treated as two-level systems, with
two internal states g and e. The lattice potential is state-dependent, with
minima on the grey (or black) spots for an atom in state g (or e). Standard
tunnelling allows the atom to move along the y axis. Motion along the x

axis is possible by means of laser-assisted jumps, where the atom
absorbs or emits a photon of a coupling laser propagating along y. In an
absorption (or stimulated emission) process, the phase of the coupling
laser is added to (or subtracted from) the phase of the atomic wave
function. This leads to a non-zero phase �cell when the atom travels over
the closed loop around the elementary cell of the lattice.

its ground state during the evolution; for example, deforming the
trapping potential from a Mexican-hat shape into harmonic may
provide a robust way to reach some emblematic states of fractional
quantumHall physics, such as the Laughlinwavefunction104.

Atom–light interaction provides alternative routes to rotations
for the simulation of orbital magnetism. One of them is directly
inspired by the geometric Berry’s phase105, which appears when a

quantum particle with several internal states evolves slowly enough
to follow adiabatically one of these states106–109. Consider, for
example, a two-level atom with ground (g ) and excited (e) states
that are coupled by a laser beam. If the phase and the intensity
of the laser beam are spatially varying quantities, the eigenstates
of the atom–light interaction (the so-called dressed states) are
linear combinations of g and e that also vary in space. One can
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Box 3 | Implementing an artificial gauge field on a square optical lattice.

How can we realize a non-zero flux through the cells of a
two-dimensional square optical lattice117,145? We consider, for
simplicity, ‘two-level atoms’ with ground and excited states g and
e, and we assume that both states are infinitely long-lived, that is,
we neglect spontaneous emission processes. This approximation
is an excellent one when dealing with alkaline-earth species or
ytterbium atoms, which indeed possess in their spectrum excited
states whose radiative lifetime exceeds the typical duration of
a cold-gas experiment (⇠1 s). For the alkali-metal species that
are more commonly used in experiments, the scheme can be
transposed to two sublevels of the electronic ground-state, using
optical Raman transitions117.

The starting point of the implementation of the gauge field is
the design of a state-dependent lattice potential (Fig. B3). Using
laser standing waves with well-chosen frequencies, one can design
the optical dipole potential such that the atom is trapped around
the points r(g )2n,m = nd
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if it is in the internal state g , and
r(e)2n+1,m = (n+1/2)d
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if it is in state e. This is achieved by
tuning the laser creating the standing waves along the y and x axes
to the so-called magic and anti-magic wavelengths, respectively.
The magic wavelength (760 nm for Yb) is such that the optical
dipole potential is the same for an atom in both states g and e,
whereas these potentials are opposite for a laser tuned to the anti-
magic wavelength (1,120 nm for Yb). The laser intensities are cho-
sen such that the lattice operates in the tight-binding regime.More
precisely, we suppose that the lattice periods d

x

and d
y

, which can
be varied by changing the angles of the laser beams with respect to
the z axis, are such that: the atommoves on the lattice along the y
direction [r

n,m ! r
n,m±1 ] by standard tunnelling between adjacent

sites; and themotion along x is frozen because of the large distance
d

x

between wells corresponding to the same internal state.
Suppose now that an additional laser beam, resonant with the

g–e transition, propagates along the y axis. It is assumed to be a
plane running wave ei� with phase � = ky . The atom initially in
state g at position r(g )2n,m can jump to state e at position r(e)2n±1,m by
absorbing a photon from this ‘coupling laser’ beam. On doing so,
the phase of the laser at this location, � = kmd

y

, is added to the
phase of the atomic wavefunction (or subtracted in the reverse
process where the atom jumps from e to g by stimulated emission
of a photon). Consider, for example, the loop around the unit cell
represented in Fig. B3:
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where we indicate above each arrow the phase gained by the atom.
After travelling clockwise around this closed loop, we end up with
a global phase change �cell = kd

y

. The situation is then similar to
that of an electron moving on a square lattice, with a transverse
magnetic field such that B= ¯h�cell/edxdy . In the present case the
wavenumber of the coupling laser k is of the order of 2⇡/d

y

and
it can be fine-tuned by varying the angle of the coupling beam
with respect to the z axis. The phase through the unit cell can
therefore be adjusted to any value between 0 and 2⇡ , allowing
one to simulate arbitrarily large magnetic fields. Indeed, in this

tight-binding model, two phases differing by an integer multiple
of 2⇡ lead to the same physical properties.

There is still one step left towards the simulation of orbital
magnetism of electrons on a square lattice. The scheme which
we outlined above actually leads to a staggered flux, with a phase
alternating between+kd

y

and�kd

y

from one column to the next.
Indeed, if we consider the cell next to that of Fig. B3 and also travel
clockwise around this cell, we find:
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. The staggered
geometry is, of course, interesting in its own right146,147 and
corresponds to the implementation reported in ref. 124. However,
the simulation of a uniform magnetic field with the same flux
on each cell requires rectifying this effective field. The procedure
for this is quite challenging in its practical implementation, but
relatively simple in its principle117,145. One needs to send at least
two coupling laser beams propagating in opposite directions along
the y axis, with phases � =±ky . Using for instance the additional
potential created by a superlattice of period 2 d

x

, one lifts the
degeneracy between the two transitions g ,r(g )2n,m ! e,r(e)2n±1,m. One
of these transitions is resonant with the laser beam with � = ky ,
and the other with the beam with � = �ky . In this way, the flux
is the same on each cell (�cell = kd
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), corresponding exactly to the
model introduced in the seminal work of Hofstadter122.
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Figure B3 | Simulation of orbital magnetism with neutral atoms on a
square optical lattice. The atoms are treated as two-level systems, with
two internal states g and e. The lattice potential is state-dependent, with
minima on the grey (or black) spots for an atom in state g (or e). Standard
tunnelling allows the atom to move along the y axis. Motion along the x

axis is possible by means of laser-assisted jumps, where the atom
absorbs or emits a photon of a coupling laser propagating along y. In an
absorption (or stimulated emission) process, the phase of the coupling
laser is added to (or subtracted from) the phase of the atomic wave
function. This leads to a non-zero phase �cell when the atom travels over
the closed loop around the elementary cell of the lattice.

its ground state during the evolution; for example, deforming the
trapping potential from a Mexican-hat shape into harmonic may
provide a robust way to reach some emblematic states of fractional
quantumHall physics, such as the Laughlinwavefunction104.

Atom–light interaction provides alternative routes to rotations
for the simulation of orbital magnetism. One of them is directly
inspired by the geometric Berry’s phase105, which appears when a

quantum particle with several internal states evolves slowly enough
to follow adiabatically one of these states106–109. Consider, for
example, a two-level atom with ground (g ) and excited (e) states
that are coupled by a laser beam. If the phase and the intensity
of the laser beam are spatially varying quantities, the eigenstates
of the atom–light interaction (the so-called dressed states) are
linear combinations of g and e that also vary in space. One can
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Box 3 | Implementing an artificial gauge field on a square optical lattice.

How can we realize a non-zero flux through the cells of a
two-dimensional square optical lattice117,145? We consider, for
simplicity, ‘two-level atoms’ with ground and excited states g and
e, and we assume that both states are infinitely long-lived, that is,
we neglect spontaneous emission processes. This approximation
is an excellent one when dealing with alkaline-earth species or
ytterbium atoms, which indeed possess in their spectrum excited
states whose radiative lifetime exceeds the typical duration of
a cold-gas experiment (⇠1 s). For the alkali-metal species that
are more commonly used in experiments, the scheme can be
transposed to two sublevels of the electronic ground-state, using
optical Raman transitions117.

The starting point of the implementation of the gauge field is
the design of a state-dependent lattice potential (Fig. B3). Using
laser standing waves with well-chosen frequencies, one can design
the optical dipole potential such that the atom is trapped around
the points r(g )2n,m = nd
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if it is in the internal state g , and
r(e)2n+1,m = (n+1/2)d
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if it is in state e. This is achieved by
tuning the laser creating the standing waves along the y and x axes
to the so-called magic and anti-magic wavelengths, respectively.
The magic wavelength (760 nm for Yb) is such that the optical
dipole potential is the same for an atom in both states g and e,
whereas these potentials are opposite for a laser tuned to the anti-
magic wavelength (1,120 nm for Yb). The laser intensities are cho-
sen such that the lattice operates in the tight-binding regime.More
precisely, we suppose that the lattice periods d

x

and d
y

, which can
be varied by changing the angles of the laser beams with respect to
the z axis, are such that: the atommoves on the lattice along the y
direction [r

n,m ! r
n,m±1 ] by standard tunnelling between adjacent

sites; and themotion along x is frozen because of the large distance
d

x

between wells corresponding to the same internal state.
Suppose now that an additional laser beam, resonant with the

g–e transition, propagates along the y axis. It is assumed to be a
plane running wave ei� with phase � = ky . The atom initially in
state g at position r(g )2n,m can jump to state e at position r(e)2n±1,m by
absorbing a photon from this ‘coupling laser’ beam. On doing so,
the phase of the laser at this location, � = kmd

y

, is added to the
phase of the atomic wavefunction (or subtracted in the reverse
process where the atom jumps from e to g by stimulated emission
of a photon). Consider, for example, the loop around the unit cell
represented in Fig. B3:
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where we indicate above each arrow the phase gained by the atom.
After travelling clockwise around this closed loop, we end up with
a global phase change �cell = kd
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. The situation is then similar to
that of an electron moving on a square lattice, with a transverse
magnetic field such that B= ¯h�cell/edxdy . In the present case the
wavenumber of the coupling laser k is of the order of 2⇡/d

y

and
it can be fine-tuned by varying the angle of the coupling beam
with respect to the z axis. The phase through the unit cell can
therefore be adjusted to any value between 0 and 2⇡ , allowing
one to simulate arbitrarily large magnetic fields. Indeed, in this

tight-binding model, two phases differing by an integer multiple
of 2⇡ lead to the same physical properties.

There is still one step left towards the simulation of orbital
magnetism of electrons on a square lattice. The scheme which
we outlined above actually leads to a staggered flux, with a phase
alternating between+kd

y

and�kd

y

from one column to the next.
Indeed, if we consider the cell next to that of Fig. B3 and also travel
clockwise around this cell, we find:
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. The staggered
geometry is, of course, interesting in its own right146,147 and
corresponds to the implementation reported in ref. 124. However,
the simulation of a uniform magnetic field with the same flux
on each cell requires rectifying this effective field. The procedure
for this is quite challenging in its practical implementation, but
relatively simple in its principle117,145. One needs to send at least
two coupling laser beams propagating in opposite directions along
the y axis, with phases � =±ky . Using for instance the additional
potential created by a superlattice of period 2 d
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, one lifts the
degeneracy between the two transitions g ,r(g )2n,m ! e,r(e)2n±1,m. One
of these transitions is resonant with the laser beam with � = ky ,
and the other with the beam with � = �ky . In this way, the flux
is the same on each cell (�cell = kd
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), corresponding exactly to the
model introduced in the seminal work of Hofstadter122.
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Figure B3 | Simulation of orbital magnetism with neutral atoms on a
square optical lattice. The atoms are treated as two-level systems, with
two internal states g and e. The lattice potential is state-dependent, with
minima on the grey (or black) spots for an atom in state g (or e). Standard
tunnelling allows the atom to move along the y axis. Motion along the x

axis is possible by means of laser-assisted jumps, where the atom
absorbs or emits a photon of a coupling laser propagating along y. In an
absorption (or stimulated emission) process, the phase of the coupling
laser is added to (or subtracted from) the phase of the atomic wave
function. This leads to a non-zero phase �cell when the atom travels over
the closed loop around the elementary cell of the lattice.

its ground state during the evolution; for example, deforming the
trapping potential from a Mexican-hat shape into harmonic may
provide a robust way to reach some emblematic states of fractional
quantumHall physics, such as the Laughlinwavefunction104.

Atom–light interaction provides alternative routes to rotations
for the simulation of orbital magnetism. One of them is directly
inspired by the geometric Berry’s phase105, which appears when a

quantum particle with several internal states evolves slowly enough
to follow adiabatically one of these states106–109. Consider, for
example, a two-level atom with ground (g ) and excited (e) states
that are coupled by a laser beam. If the phase and the intensity
of the laser beam are spatially varying quantities, the eigenstates
of the atom–light interaction (the so-called dressed states) are
linear combinations of g and e that also vary in space. One can
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The spin Hall effect in a quantum gas
M. C. Beeler1{, R. A. Williams1{, K. Jiménez-Garcı́a1,2{, L. J. LeBlanc1, A. R. Perry1 & I. B. Spielman1

Electronic properties such as current flow are generally independent of
the electron’s spin angular momentum, an internal degree of freedom
possessed by quantum particles. The spin Hall effect, first proposed 40
years ago1, is an unusual class of phenomena in which flowing particles
experience orthogonally directed, spin-dependent forces—analogous
to the conventional Lorentz force that gives the Hall effect, but opposite
in sign for two spin states. Spin Hall effects have been observed for
electrons flowing in spin–orbit-coupled materials such as GaAs and
InGaAs (refs 2, 3) and for laser light traversing dielectric junctions4.
Here we observe the spin Hall effect in a quantum-degenerate Bose gas,
and use the resulting spin-dependent Lorentz forces to realize a cold-
atom spin transistor. By engineering a spatially inhomogeneous spin–
orbit coupling field for our quantum gas, we explicitly introduce and
measure the requisite spin-dependent Lorentz forces, finding them to
be in excellent agreement with our calculations. This ‘atomtronic’
transistor behaves as a type of velocity-insensitive adiabatic spin
selector, with potential application in devices such as magnetic5 or
inertial6 sensors. In addition, such techniques for creating and mea-
suring the spin Hall effect are clear prerequisites for engineering topo-
logical insulators7,8 and detecting their associated quantized spin Hall
effects in quantum gases. As implemented, our system realizes a laser-
actuated analogue to the archetypal semiconductor spintronic device,
the Datta–Das spin transistor9,10.

The spin Hall effect (SHE) is generated by spin-dependent forces
orthogonal to a particle’s motion—akin to the Lorentz force—that can
act on electrons2,3,11, photons4 or, as here, neutral atoms. Each of these
has an internal, or ‘spin’, degree of freedom (a generalization of conven-
tional quantum mechanical spin) that can be either up or down, creating
a spin-1/2 (or pseudospin-1/2) system. In materials, microscopic spin–
orbit coupling (SOC) induces the SHE in one of two primary ways: by
means of an intrinsic mechanism driven directly by SOC12 or by means
of an extrinsic mechanism that additionally requires scattering from
impurities1,13. The motion of spins in systems with a SHE is strikingly
similar to the motion of charges in an external magnetic field, but with
equal and opposite effective Lorentz forces for each of the two spin states.
Thus, just as the Lorentz force gives rise to the Hall effect for charged
particles, spin-dependent Lorentz forces (SDLFs) generate SHEs.

In the Hamiltonian description of quantum mechanics, forces are
described in terms of associated potentials. For example, a magnetic
field B 5 = 3 A is generated from a vector potential A that enters into
the Hamiltonian Ĥ~ p̂{q0Â

! "2
.

2m with canonical momentum p̂,
charge q0 and mass m (‘hats’ on variables indicate quantum mecha-
nical operators acting on continuous degrees of freedom). We engi-
neered a vector potential that depends on an effective spin degree of
freedom with opposite sign for the two effective spin states. This can
create a SDLF and a SHE when the spins move perpendicularly to the
resulting spin-dependent B̂.

More formally, this vector potential can be expressed as a vector of
2 3 2 matrices, leading to a relationship between the generalized vector
potential q0ÂR and generalized magnetic field q0B̂R (ref. 14;
‘checks’ on variables indicate quantum mechanical operators acting
in pseudo-spin space):

~+| {
i
B | !1"

The Heisenberg equations of motion show that is the generalized
magnetic field in a spin-dependent Lorentz force law (Methods). The
first term in equation (1) is analogous to the conventional magnetic
field, and the second term is non-zero only when the vector compo-
nents of do not all commute, that is, when is non-Abelian. The
generalized Lorentz force for the two spin states can be equal and
opposite, for example when ~B0 !s3ez , whereB0 describes the field’s
magnitude; !s1, !s2 and !s3 are the 2 3 2 Pauli matrices; and ex, ey and
ez are the three Cartesian unit vectors.

Two different classes of vector potentials (unrelated by gauge trans-
formations) lead to this magnetic field, one resulting from each term
in equation (1). For example, in two-dimensional material systems,
almost every possible form of linear SOC—combinations of linear
Dresselhaus15 or Rashba16 couplings—is equivalent to a spatially uni-
form non-Abelian vector potential with{i( | )=B! !s3ez (Methods
and ref. 17). In contrast, we engineered a spin–orbit-coupled Hamil-
tonian with a spatially dependent, Abelian vector potential that produces
+| ! !s3ez .

1Joint Quantum Institute, National Institute of Standards and Technology and University of Maryland, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899, USA. 2Departamento de Fı́sica, Centro de Investigación y Estudios
Avanzados del Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Mexico D.F. 07360, Mexico. {Present addresses: The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, Maryland 20723, USA (M.C.B.); National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington TW11 0LW, UK (R.A.W.); The James Franck Institute and Department of Physics, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637, USA (K.J.-G.).
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Figure 1 | Schematic of experimental set-up.
a, Raman beams with frequencies v and v 1 dv
propagating along ex coupled two states in the f 5 1
ground-state manifold of 87Rb. Dynamic control of
an optical trapping beam propagating along ex

allowed the BEC to be moved along ey, giving a
time- and position-dependent Raman coupling.
The Raman coupling altered the free-particle
dispersion along ex, creating double wells21 in
quasimomentum q. b, The modified dispersions,
E(q), shown for the three different y positions (i, ii
and iii) marked in a. We associate states near the
minimum of each well with dressed spins, and
identify the location of the minima with a vector
potential A.
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LETTERS

x

y

z

Oblate trap (! > 1)

Prolate trap (! < 1)

Optical lattice 
beams

Magnetic field coils

Dipole trap beam

Dipole trap beam

a

c

b

Figure 1 Intuitive picture of the trap geometry dependence of the stability of a

dipolar BEC. a,b, In an oblate trap (a), the dipoles mainly repel each other, whereas
in a prolate trap (b), the interaction is predominantly attractive. c, The different
trapping geometries are realized by the crossed optical dipole trap (red) and a
further one-dimensional optical lattice (green). The magnetic field is pointing along
the symmetry axis z of our traps.

obtained20,23, we adiabatically shape the trapping potential to the
desired aspect ratio l. To be able to vary l over a wide range, we
generate the trapping potential by a crossed optical dipole trap
(ODT) and a superimposed one-dimensional optical lattice along
the z direction (see Fig. 1c and Methods section).

We observe two eVects when approaching the zero-crossing of
the scattering length: the BEC shrinks in both directions owing
to the decreasing scattering length and the ellipticity of the cloud
changes as a manifestation of the enhanced dipolar eVects20. Finally,
when we decrease the scattering length below some critical value
acrit, the BEC atom number (determined from a bimodal fit24 of the
time-of-flight absorption images) abruptly decreases (Fig. 2a,b).
The disappearance of the BEC around the instability point is shown
in Fig. 2c. Although slightly above acrit, we still see an almost
pure BEC, for a ' acrit the density shows a bimodal distribution
(an anisotropic, dense central peak surrounded by an isotropic
gaussian cloud). Just below acrit, the BEC collapses and the density
distribution becomes a unimodal, isotropic gaussian. Note that we
do not observe the formation of soliton trains as in refs 15,16. This
can be attributed to the fact that as our trap is much tighter than
in those references, the initial size of our BEC is smaller than any
single soliton observed in refs 15,16.

The critical scattering length acrit where the condensate vanishes
depends strongly on the trap aspect ratio l. For an isotropic trap
(Fig. 2a), the collapse occurs at a ' 15a0, whereas the pancake-
shaped trap (Fig. 2b) can even stabilize a purely dipolar BEC
(a ' 0). We repeated this experiment for six diVerent traps (see
Table 1), thereby covering a range of two orders of magnitude in the
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N
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Figure 2 Decrease of the BEC atom number N around the critical scattering

length a
crit

. a,b, The critical point depends strongly on the aspect ratio l of the trap.
The solid lines are fits to equation (2) used to determine the critical scattering length
acrit (see text). c, Typical images of the atomic cloud around the critical scattering
length for the trap with l = 10.

Table 1 Trap frequencies and aspect ratios of the traps used. The trap frequencies

were measured by either exciting the centre-of-mass motion or parametric

heating and are accurate to about 10%. Traps 1–3 are provided only by the

crossed optical dipole trap, whereas for traps 4–6 the horizontal dipole trap beam

and the optical lattice are used.

Trap !r/ (2⇡ ) (Hz) !
z

/ (2⇡ ) (Hz) !̄/ (2⇡ ) (Hz) l = !
z

/!r

1 1,300 140 620 0.11
2 890 250 580 0.28
3 480⇤ 480 480 1.00
4 530 1,400 730 2.60
5 400 2,400 730 6.00
6 330 3,400 720 10.00
⇤Trap 3 is not cylindrically symmetric (see the Methods section) and has the trap frequencies !

x

= 2⇡⇥610Hz and
!

y

= 2⇡⇥370Hz.

trap aspect ratio l. To exclude three-body loss processes causing the
abrupt decrease in the BEC atom number, we measured the lifetime
of the BEC for the diVerent traps just above acrit and found the same
lifetime (⇠10 ms) for the diVerent scattering lengths.

By fitting to the observed BEC atom numbers (Fig. 2a,b) the
threshold function

N = max
⇥
0,N0(a�acrit)

�
⇤
, (2)

nature physics VOL 4 MARCH 2008 www.nature.com/naturephysics 219
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T. Koch et al., Nature Physics (2008)
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• From single particle to many particles

• Many-body systems:  statistics and interactions

• Homogenous quantum fluids
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Rain: an inhomogeneous 
collection of non-interacting 

drops of water

Ocean:  a homogeneous system of 
many interacting drops of water

Wave:  an inhomogeneous system of 
many interacting drops of water

© Klaus Capelle
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The many-body wave function carries all the necessary 
information about system

O[�] = �GS|Ô|GS⇥

in particular the ground-state energy

EGS = �GS|Ĥ|GS⇥

But Ψ is a 3N dimensional monster!
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How to deal with this MB Hamiltonian?

• Mean field:

⇢q⇢�q ⇡ h⇢qi⇢�q + ⇢qh⇢�qi Hartree energy

In a homogenous electronic system, Hartree correction 
vanishes due to the charge neutrality!
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Bruus & Flensberg (2004)

Hartree-Fock 
approximation

all higher order perturbative corrections diverge 
for long-range interactions!
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precision of the fit of the QMC ground-state energy,
possibly because of errors due to the finiteness of the
QMC sample.

2D fluid of charged fermions. We carry over Eqs. (4) and
(6) in our calculations of the Bose-like term in Eq. (1) for the
2D electron gas. With regard to the Fermi termWF!r" in Eq.
(1), we adopt the same criteria in determining its form as in
Ref. [8]. An important requirement is that Eq. (1) should

give the exact fermion fermion distribution function when
one goes to the weak-coupling limit rs ! 0; when g!r"
becomes the Hartree–Fock pair distribution function gHF!r":
The Fermi term in the scattering potential is then determined
by the Hartree–Fock structure factor SHF!k" according to
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is the Heaviside step function. The rationale behind Eq. (8)
is as in Ref. [8]: the first term on the RHS ensures that the
Hartree–Fock limit is correctly embodied into the theory,
and the second and third term ensure that the Bose-like
scattering potential is suppressed for parallel-spin electrons
at weak coupling [14].

Our numerical results for the pair distribution function of
the 2D electron gas in the paramagnetic state !z # 0" and in
the fully spin-polarized state !z # 1" are compared with the
QMC data of Ref. [15] in Fig. 3. We have clearly achieved
fully quantitative agreement with the QMC data up to large
values of the coupling strength rs:

We can then confidently calculate the ground-state
energy 1!rs; z" of the 2D electron gas as a function of rs in
these two states of magnetization, using an integration over
the coupling strength according to the expression
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(in Rydberg units). The results are compared with the QMC
data of Attaccalite et al. [7] in Fig. 4. There cleary is a
discrepancy with the data in the absolute values of the
energy, but this affects in essentially the same manner
the two phases so that we find a transition from the
paramagnetic to the fully spin-polarized fluid at rs < 24; in
excellent agreement with the QMC data. As to the nature of
the phase transition, within the accuracy of our calculations
it could be either a weakly first-order one or a continuous
transition occurring in an extremely narrow range of values
of rs: This is shown in Fig. 4, where we also report our
results for the ground-state energy as a function of rs at
several values of the spin polarization z:

Conclusions. In summary, we have presented a model

Fig. 1. The effective Bose-like scattering potential (in units of

"2=!mr2s a2B") at rs # 20; as a function of distance r (in units of rsaB).
The four cases refer to the HNC (Eq. (2)), to the inclusion of a

contribution of elementary diagrams (WB!r" # WHNC
B !r" $WE4

B !r";
Eq. (3)) and of three-body correlations
(WB!r" # WHNC

B !r" $W !3"
B !r"; Eq. (4)), and to the empirically

adjusted choice in Eq. (6).

Fig. 2. The pair distribution function g!r" of the 2D fluid of charged

bosons as a function of distance r (in units of rsaB) at rs # 10; 20,

and 50. The theoretical results (full lines) are compared with QMC

data by De Palo et al. [11] (dots). The dased lines show the results
obtained in the HNC/0 scheme. The results have been shifted

upwards by 0.4 and 0.8 for clarity.
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which quantitatively predicts the two-body correlations in
both the 2D charged-boson fluid and the 2D electron gas
using as the only input the QMC data for the ground-state
energy of the boson fluid as a function of the coupling
strength rs: The essential physical idea that underlies the
model is that differences arising from the statistics are
disappearing as the fermionic or bosonic fluid is brought
into the strong coupling regime, where the Coulomb
repulsions suppress close encounters of pairs of particles
[16]. However, exchange between parallel-spin fermions
must be properly accounted for in the weak-to-intermediate
coupling regime. The model has allowed us to reproduce the
quantum phase transition that has been found to occur in the
QMC studies of the 2D electron gas, essentially starting

from the basic Coulomb Hamiltonian. Within the accuracy
of our model the transition could be either a weakly
discontinuous transition or a continuous one occurring in a
very narrow range of coupling strength. The latter type of
quantum phase transition is found to occur in the 3D
electron gas [17].
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Fig. 3. The pair distribution function g!r" of the 2D electron gas at
rs # 1; 5, 10, and 20 in the paramagnetic state (top panel) and in the

fully spin-polarized state (bottom panel), as a function of distance r

(in units of rsaB). The theoretical results (full lines) are compared
with QMC data by Gori-Gorgi et al. [15] (dots). The dashed lines

show the results obtained in the FHNC/0 scheme. The results have

been shifted upwards by 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 for clarity.

 

Fig. 4. The ground-state energy of the 2D electron gas (in Rydberg

units, referred to the Madelung energy 1M # 22:2122=rs and
multiplied by r3=2s ) as a function of the coupling strength rs: The full

lines show the theoretical results for the paramagnetic state and the

fully spin-polarized state, while the dots report QMC data from

Attaccalite et al. [7]. The other three curves are theoretical results
for states of partial spin polarization, as indicated in the figure.
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�~2r2
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+ VKS[nGS](r)

�
�↵(r) = ⇥↵�↵(r)

The single particle Kohn-Sham system is an auxiliary system 
which is specifically designed in order to reproduce the 

ground-state density of the true interacting system. 

Interpreting the KS eigenvalues as the band 
structure of a solid is just a mean field theory!
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How to treat the xc potential?

• What if a cold gas were a distribution of local 

creatures?

2nd simplification: Local chemical potential

snake line of ants

{scare the ant at the front of the line, 

and the last ant won’t rattle its tail...}

• Recipe:

µ �⇥ µlocal = µ� U(�r)

© J. H. Thywissen
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3. Dipolar Quantum Fluids



Outline

• Dipole-dipole interaction

• 2D system of dipolar bosons 

• 2D system of dipolar fermions

• Dipoles in layered  structures

• Dipoles in harmonic traps
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2D system of dipolar bosons (cont.)
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interaction in fermionic and bosonic systems is another
possibility within our formalism.
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Dipoles in harmonic traps (DFT studies) 
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